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                April 2014 Photo Addendum 
   A=K of C Meeting/Ladies Aux-Mar 6, 2014 

   B=Mass of the Roses-Mar 9, 2014 

   C=K of C St Patrick’s Day Gala-March 13, 2014 

   D=Ladies Aux Fashion Show-Mar 20, 2014   

   E=Fr Mark’s 25th Anniversary-Mar 23, 2014   

A-01:  Dottie McFadden checks out the desserts. A-02:  These ladies are all set for their meeting. 

A-03:  These Knights are ready for some food. A-04:   Here we have some more faithful Knights. 

A-05:  The ladies start the food line. A-06:  Three more of our busy ladies. 
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A-07:  The guys enjoy their food before our meeting 

tonight. 

A-08:  Jim Laurent is one of our speakers tonight 

from the BBBS (Big Brothers Big Sisters) here in 

Englewood. 

A-09:  Jim is explaining the workings of the BBBS 

and the good things they do for the children of Engle-

wood. 

A-10:  Natalie Anderson is the Mentor Manager of 

the BBBS.  She is explaining some things from her 

point of view. 

A-11:  Natalie continues with some more aspects of 

the BBBS. 
A-12:  This is an overview of our group of Knights 

and the Ladies Auxiliary attending tonight as they 

listen to the two speakers. 
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A-15:  Irving Medina receives the Knight of the 

Month Award for March on behalf of his wife, Stella, 

and their six children. 

A-14:  Natalie and Jim finish their talk for this eve-

ning. 

A-13:  Here we have our Grand Knight, Dave Sants, thanking Jim Laurent and Natalie Anderson for giving of 

their time to discuss the workings of the BBBS here in the Englewood area.  They are always looking for vol-

unteers to help with the children.  Jim is a member of the Englewood Board of BBBS Directors and chairman 

of the Partnership Committee.  Natalie is the Mentor Manager of the BBBS.  She can be reached at Tel: 

941-473-4003 or Fax:  941-475-7516. 
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A-16:  Ed Farrell receives the Past Grand Knight  

Plaque from GK Dave Sants.  Ed also received the 

PGK Jewel and a gift card to a local restaurant.  

B-01:  Noreen Dempsey leads off the Mass of the 

Roses by singing Ave Maria. 

B-05:  Barbara Baggot is the first to receive a rose. 

The rose is given out to the wife of a deceased mem-

ber of K of C Council 11553. 

B-04:  These are four members of the 4th De-

gree Knights of Columbus Color Guard who 

will be handing out the roses to the ladies. 

B-02:  These are the people attending the Mass of the 

Roses which took place after the 11:00 Mass on Sun-

day, March 9, 2014. 

B-03:  Here are some more attending the Mass of the Roses. 
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B-06:  Noreen Dempsey receives her rose in memory 

of her husband. 

 

B-07:  Ann Hight receives her rose as her grand-

daughter looks on. 

B-09:  Marian Kelly receives her rose. 

B-10:  Marge McNally receives her rose. B-11:  Ann Ryan receives her rose. 

B-08:  Mary Ann Hinger receives her rose. 
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B-12:  Jean Wiley receives her rose. B-13:  Terri Zic receives her rose. 

B-14:  The attendees are waiting as the ceremony at 

the Mass of the Roses comes to a close.   

B-15:  The ceremony closes for the Mass of the Roses 

as we have a final prayer. 

 

B-16:  Kristen and Kaitlyn Huber are going through 

the food line.  Their grandmother just received a rose.  

The twins were winners of a K of C scholarship 

in 2013.  They will be juniors in college next year. 

B-17:  This table is enjoying something to eat after 

the Mass of the Roses.  This was held in the Parish 

Activity Center at St. Raphael Church. 
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B-21:  Thanks for coming out for the Mass of the 

Roses and the luncheon. 

 

B-22:  This table has some of our Knights and their 

wives. 

B-23:  Here we have some more Knights and their 

wives. 

 

B-18:  People are still moving through the food line. 

B-20:  Here we have a lot of our K of C members and 

their wives. 

B-19:  This is another nice table  at the luncheon. 
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B-24:  Here we have Mrs Huber and her daughter 

along with Steve West, chairman of today’s event 

and Grand Knight Dave Sants. 

B-25:  This is an overview of the luncheon after the 

Mass of the Roses. 

C-01:  The people are starting to arrive for the St. 

Patrick’s Day Gala in the St. Raphael Parish Activity 

Center on March 13, 2014. 

 

C-02:  This is a happy group ready to celebrate the 

Irish and be entertained by the Irish Dancers of Sara-

sota. 

C-03:  This table looks like it is ready to go. C-04:  Thank you for coming out to support our  

K of C charities and enjoy some Irish atmosphere.  
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C-05:  Here we have some happy people.  Looks like 

some are wearing a little green and others a lot of 

green. 

C-06:  Another nice table here for the corned beef 

and cabbage. 

C-09:  We see a lot of green at this table. 

C-07:  Here’s a table reserved for the friends of 

Noreen Demskey (standing). 

C-08:  This is another table reserved for more friends 

of Noreen Demskey. 

C-10:  This is a full table of eight ready for the eve-

ning. 
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C-15:  The two people on the right look like they are 

ready for a big night. 
C-16:  This table is wearing some green and are ready 

for an entertaining evening. 

C-13:  Thank you for coming out tonight to support 

our K of C 11553 charities. 

C-11:  Everyone here looks like he or she is getting 

hungry. 

C-12:  Hope everyone has a nice evening at this table. 

C-14:  This is a nice group ready to get some food 

and enjoy the evening. 
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C-17:  Another table in the sun and shade.  Have a 

nice evening! 
C-18:  This table is wearing some green and is ready 

for a nice evening. 

C-19:  You can see behind this table that the Parish 

Activity Center is just about full. 
C-20:  You can see this table has a good view of the 

church grounds. 

C-21:  This looks like a great group of ladies. C-22:  This is another full table of eight. 
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C-27:  This is the Jimmy McCarthy band which will 

be playing throughout the evening. 

C-28:  This is a special table along the wall.  We have 

a full house tonight. 

C-23:  We see a lot of green here.  These people are 

ready. 
C-24:  This is a full table but a few people are still 

missing. 

C-25:  Steve West gives an opening prayer and gets 

the evening started.  Steve is the chairman of to-

night’s Irish event. 

C-26:  Noreen sings an Irish song. 
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C-29:  Another special table along the wall.  They 

look like they are ready to eat. 

C-30:  The serving line is open.  There are two lines 

of servers and two lines for those being served. 

 C-31:  With a full house, the people will be coming 

through for quite a while. 

C-32:  This lady shows what she has to eat. 

C-33:  Some more people are coming through. C-34:  Everyone is being very patient. 
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C-35:  And the lines go on! C-36:  Here comes the green. 

C-37:  Phyllis Trush dishes something out to this 

gentleman. 

C-38:  Meanwhile back in the hall, this table is wait-

ing patiently for their turn at the food. 

C-39:  Another patient table. C-40:  While they wait, Father Mark talks to this ta-

ble. 
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C-41:  We still have some hungry people. C-42:  These servers wait for some more customers. 

CC-43:  The people are flooding the food line again. C-44:  Here is a good view of the action. 

C-45:  Hope no one is drooling yet. C-46:  Bon Appetit!! 
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C-48:  Gillian McCormack-Aeppli announces the 

show.  She is the leader and instructor of the girls. 

C-49:  The show is make up of group and single 

dancing. 

C-47:  These are the girls who are getting ready to perform tonight.  They are from the Irish Dance Academy 

of Sarasota.  From left to right the girls are Back Row:  Ronica Smith, Kaylene Wood, Kaitlyn Maxham, Lexie 

Worth, Gilliam McCormack-Aeppli, Meghan Walsh.  Front Row:  Molly McWilliams, Stephanie Lovetere, 

Arabella Carlson. 
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C-50:  Another group dance. C-51:  Now a single girl dances. 

C-52:  Looks like a line dance and group dance to-

gether. 

C-53:  Arabella is the youngest of the group and has 

been with them for 4 months now. 

C-54:  All in a line now. C-55:  The younger ones learn from the older ones. 
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C-56:  This is a single dance by Lexie who is one of 

the older girls. 

C-57:  Another line dance.  The clogs they wear make 

a loud clattering rhythm on the floor. 

C-58:  This is a close up view of their line formation. C-59:  In this instance one girl dances as the other 

two watch. 

C-60:  Ronica demonstrates a single dance. C-61:  Molly is ready to step off. 
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C-62:  Molly takes off. C-63:  Stephanie does her thing. 

C-64:  Stephanie is still going. C-65:  This is Lexie again. 

C-66:  Lexie is still going. C-67:  Little Arabella takes off on her own. 
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C-68:  Ronica does a single. C-69:  Gillian demonstrates her abilities. 

C-70:  All in a line.  Notice their nice colored dresses 

which they wear in their competition. 

C-71:  They are looking good in a line. 

C-72:  The girls are being introduced individually. C-73:  More introductions with a little dance. 
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C-74:  The final dance of the night. C-75:  The girls take a final bow. 

C-76:  This is Father Mark’s table. C-77:  This is a happy table with the band in the back-

ground. 

C-78:  Jimmy McCarthy’s band is still playing after 

the show is over. 

C-79:  The crowd is getting a little exercise as a col-

lection is taken up for a donation to the girls’ group. 
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C-80:  The crowd is relaxing after the meal and show. 

Next is dancing for those who wish. 

C-81:  Here is our Grand Knight, Dave Sants, all 

dressed up along with his wife, Cathy. 

C-82:  Dancing continues as this couple shows how it 

is done. 

C-83:  This couple seems to keep going. 

D-01:  This is the stage where the fashion show will 

take place in a while. 

D-02:  Some people are starting to arrive now. 
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D-03:  More people are arriving and getting their 

seats. 
D-04:  Here are the Knights of Council 11553 relax-

ing before they begin serving the ladies their lunch-

eon. 

D-05:  Here the ladies check out the “Chinese Auc-

tion.”  If you like a particular item, you put one or 

more tickets in the cup in front of it.   

D-06:  More ladies checking the Chinese Austion. 

D-07:  Mary Raybold (facing) and Pat Sierocuk are 

selling tickets for the 50/50 drawing. 

D-08:  People are checking in at the entrance to the 

Father Niles Parish Activity Center. 
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D-09:  Faye LeClaire (L) and Alyce Brunner sell tick-

ets for the baskets of cheer. 

D-10:  This table seems to be settled in for the after-

noon. 

D-11:  Here we have a nice table of ladies ready to 

go. 

D-12:  This table of ladies is settled in. 

D-13:  Another nice table of ladies.  We don’t seem 

to have any men attending today.  Must be the fashion 

show is just for the ladies clothing! 

D-14:  This table is ready to eat.  The food will be 

ready to serve at noon. 
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D-15:  Jim LeClaire has the honor of serving the 

models for today’s fashion show—ergo, they get to 

eat first! 

D-16:  This table is having a nice chat before the 

meal. 

D-17:  This table of 9 has been reserved by Noreen 

Dempsey (standing right). 

D-18:  These five lovely ladies seem to be ready for 

the day’s activities. 

D-19:  These three ladies have a table with a view of 

the church grounds. 

D-20:  Looks like these six ladies have bought their 

raffle tickets and are ready for the day. 
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D-21:  Seven more ladies ready for their meal,  Bon 

Appetit! 

 

D-22:  This looks like a nice, happy table. 

D-23:  These ladies are having some refreshments 

while they wait for their meal provided by Meloni. 

D-24:  Thank you for supporting the K of C 11553 

Ladies Auxiliary for their charities. 

 

D-25:  These two ladies have a table all to them-

selves. 
D-26:  This is an overview of the hall at this point 

facing the stage. 
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 D-28:  The servers are ready to go to work! D-27:  This is another look at the Chinese Auction 

table with all the prizes that can be won. 

 D-30:  Bill Bailey is serving this table. 

D-31:  This is Bob Foley serving these ladies.  Hope 

their husbands don’t get jealous! 

D-32:  Lee LeClerc serves this table. 

D-29:  Another overview of the hall. 
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D-37:  Another nice outfit worn by Jeanne. D-38:  People can check out the clothes as the model 

walks by. 

D-33:  Joe Gerovac serves these nice ladies. D-34:  Al Deshaies serves this table. 

D-35:  This lady is the head of the models.  She starts 

the show off with some words of information and 

begins calling the models one by one. 

D-36:  You can see each model and the clothes each 

wears.  These clothes are available at La Casa del 

Quetzal in Venice on the island. 
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D-43:  These colors and combinations are a propos 

to our Florida areas. 
D-44:  The audience likes this one. 

D-39:  Another nice display. D-40:  Noreen Dempsey plays as part of the show. 

D-41:  This is a flexible dress combination.  Different 

colored veils may be bought to go with the dress. 

D-42:  Another nice color combination. 
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D-45:  As the models break to dress for the next seg-

ment of the show, Sue Salveggio brings a prize to this 

lucky lady with a winning raffle ticket. 

D-46:  Sue is back with another prize! 

D-47:  Terri Powell delivers a prize to this lucky lady. 

D-49:  Two ladies win at this table back to back. 

D-48:  Kay O’Connell brings a nice prize to a lucky 

lady during the Chinese Auction. 

D-50:  Sue delivers again! 
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D-51:  This lady lady looks good in pink with a styl-

ish jacket. 

 

D-52:  This combination of white got a lot of atten-

tion. 

D-53:  This is a reversible jacket.  She started out 

with another design, then switched to the other side. 

D-54:  This is a cool looking blue dress. 

D-55:  The show comes to a close with all the models 

on the stage. 
D-56:  A close up of our models from left:  Susan 

Kelley, Jacqui Westerman, Janis Boocks, Beverly  

Vejlupek, Jeanne Lymburner and Joan Ewles 
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D-58:  Our waiters for the day from left:  Harold Ba-

rette, Jim Powell, Al Deshaies, Bob Foley, Bill Bai-

ley, John Trush, Jim LeClaire, Dave Sants, Tom 

Salveggio and Bill O’Connell. 

D-57:  Phyllis Trush calls the number of the 50/50 

drawing which was the big prize of the day. 

 

E-01:  This is the entrance to the Parish Activity Cen-

ter for Father Mark’s 25th anniversary of his ordina-

tion as a priest. 

E-02:  The classroom is set up for the 25th anniver-

sary. 

E-03:  People can sign the book for Father Mark. E-04:  Last minute preparation of the dining hall. 
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E-05:  The stage is set for the afternoon’s activities. 

Ken Girard will be doing the music. 

E-06:  This is a brief description of Father Mark’s 

ordination stats. 

E-07:  More preparation going on. E-08:  Final touches are being done. 

E-09:  People are now arriving.  Doors will open at 

4:00 P.M. 

E-10:  People on the other side of the entrance. 
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E-11:  Father’s cake which will be presented to him 

later. 
E-12:  People are finally let in to the hall to get their 

seats. 

 E-13:  The hall is slowly filling up. E-14:  This is an overview looking towards the stage. 

E-15:  We are looking at a very nice table here.  They are set-

tling in for the afternoon. 
E-16:  Thanks for coming to honor Father Mark. 
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E-17:  Looks like Jim Powell and friends are ready. E-18:  This looks like a familiar table at other events. 

E-19:  Here is a nice looking table with a lot of people 

from Polynesian Village. 

E-20:  This is a full table of eight. 

E-21:  This is Bro Leo Szafranski with some friends 

at his table. 

E-22:  This is a nice familiar group of people. 
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E-23:  This table is all settled down.  We see a view 

of the head table in the background. 

E-24:  Welcome to Father’s 25th! 

E-25:  This table is all set to start. E-26:  Bro Bill O’Connell and his wife, Kay, are at 

the front of this table. 

E-27:  This is a bright looking table.  Every table has 

balloons flying from it. 

E-28:  This table is ready for the celebration.  Today’s 

event is provided by St. Raphael Church. 
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 E-29:  Nice table with Bro John Knapke and his wife 

on the left side. 

E-30:  This is a jovial group doing their toasting 

early. 

E-31:  This is a nice table with Bro Ron Wendlandt 

on the left side. 
E-32:  This table is ready.  Looks like a few of our 

priests have arrived. 

E-33:  We can see this table is ready. E-34:  Father Jim visits this table. 
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E-35:  This is a nice looking table of nine. E-36:  This is a nice table with Bros Al Deshaies and 

Bob Foley with their wives on the far side. 

E-37:  This is a lucky man on the right with all these 

ladies at his table. 

E-38:  Thanks for coming out today to honor Father 

Mark. 

E-39:  This is a nice, full table of eight. E-40:  These three have a special photo.  Thanks for 

coming out today. 
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E-41:  These six people are ready for today. E-42:  Father Jim seems to be busy on the phone as 

this table poses for a picture. 

E-43:  These four are ready to go. E-44:  Father Jim takes to the podium and has a few 

comments to make. 

E-45:  Dr Diane Vitalis, chairwoman of the event, 

takes to the mic to make some comments and to intro-

duce Father Mark, the guest of honor today. 

E-46:  Father Mark arrives to the stage. 
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E-47:  Diane introduces Father. E-48:  The crowd stands to welcome Father to the 

celebration. 

E-49:  Everyone is still welcoming father. E-50:  Everyone is acknowledging Father. 

E-51:  Some more of our people in the other room. E-52:  Another table here for the festivities. 
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E-53:  This is another nice table in the small room. 

The room is wired so they can see all the activity in 

the large hall on the screen in the background. 

E-54:  Thanks for coming out today. 

E-55:  Bro Mike Obendorfer and his wife on the left 

along with a couple of other ladies. 
E-56:  This couple seems to be relaxed and having a 

good time. 

E-57:  Some dancing is taking place out in the main 

hall.  

E-58:  This is part of the head table where Diane is 

taking care of Father Tom Walsh, our former pastor. 
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E-59:  Father Mark (L) and Father Jim seemed to be enjoying themselves at the head table. 

E-60:  This is the other side of the head table where 

we see other priests from the area. 

E-61:  Father pauses to talk to a table as he walks 

around visiting. 
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E-62:  Father Mark visits another table on his tour 

of the hall. 

E-63:  Father Mark visits another table. 

E-64:  Father has some private conversation with this 

gentleman. 

E-65:  Father has some comments to these ladies be-

fore leaving their table. 

E-66:  Father arrives at another table for some con-

versation. 

E-67:  Father Mark is presented with this cake in his 

honor. 
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E-68:  Father Mark proceeds to cut the first piece of 

the cake.  The cake will be  distributed to everyone in 

a little while. 

E-69:  Father seems quite content after cutting the 

cake. 

E-70:  Father Jim takes to the stage to talk about Fa-

ther Mark and their relationship.  He described Father 

Mark which brought out many laughs.  

E-71:  Mary Jane McKenzie, CCW President,  pre-

sents Father with a gift from their organization. 

E-72:  Father is presented a plaque from the parish. E-73:  Father reads from the plaque he just received. 
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E-74:  Father refutes some of the description of him-

self given by Father Jim.  His description of Father 

Jim brought many a laugh from the audience. 

E-75:  Father continues to talk about his relationship 

with Father Jim and the inconsistencies Father Jim  

had in many of his stories. 

E-76:  Father Mark continues his remarks to the peo-

ple in attendance. 
E-77:  Before Father leaves, he relates a funny inci-

dent that happened to him when he was just starting 

out in the priesthood. 

E-78:  Father Mark presents a bouquet of flowers to 

Dr Diane Vitalis for the wonderful job she did as 

chairwoman of the organizing committee.  She in 

turn thanked everyone on the committee. 

E-79:  Father proposes a toast to our St Raphael 

Parish. 
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E-80:  Everyone stands to give a toast to our parish. E-81:  The whole audience stands to give a toast. 

E-82:  Before leaving for home, many people stop 

by the sweet table to get some fruit and marshmel-

lows dipped in the chocolate fountain. 

E-83:  Here we have a lady and gentleman dipping 

their strawberries in the chocolate fountain. 

E-84:  Jackie Hardman has one more strawberry 

dipped in the chocolate fountain. 


